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debating cuban exceptionalism - home - springer - debating cuban exceptionalism / edited by bert
hoffmann and laurence whitehead. p. cm.––(studies of the americas) includes bibliographical references and
index. contents: on cuban political exceptionalism / laurence whitehead––cuba : from exception to
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- ssrn - cuban exceptionalism revisited abstract the end of cuban exceptionalism has been much announced
since 1989, but a decade and a half later state socialism on the island is still enduring. transition studies have
been criti-cized for focusing on success stories. exploring the deviant case of cuba’s “non-transition” zfseis
cuba reading list - wku - pages 61 – 88 in debating cuban exceptionalism in studies of the americas book
series. springer international publishing english, t.j., 2007. havana nocturne: how the mob owned cuba . . . and
the lost it to the revolution. harper collins: new york. fajnzylber, pablo, daniel lederman, and norman loayza.
1998. debating cuban exceptionalism edited by bert hoffmann and ... - debating cuban exceptionalism
edited by bert hoffmann and laurence whitehead ... "the authors argue their positions lucidly and enhance the
debate on cuban exceptionalism. together, they provide a solid baseline to explore cuban dynamics post-fidel."
--mauricio a. font, director, bildner center for western hemispheric studies, city university ... studies of the
americas - springer - debating cuban exceptionalism edited by bert hoffman and laurence whitehead
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revisited edited by jean besson and janet momsen cultures of the lusophone black atlantic edited by nancy
priscilla naro, roger sansi-roca, and david h. treece democratization, development, and legality: chile,
1831-1973 by julio faundez giga research programme: legitimacy and efficiency of ... - american
studies association (lasa), montréal, 5‐8 september 2007. dr. bert hoffmann is a political scientist and senior
researcher at the giga institute of latin american studies. research for this paper was carried out during his
stay in spring 2007 as visiting researcher studies of the a - springer - debating cuban exceptionalism edited
by bert hoffman and laurence whitehead caribbean land and development revisited edited by jean besson and
janet momsen cultures of the lusophone black atlantic edited by nancy priscilla naro, roger sansi-roca, and
david h. treece democratization, development, and legality: chile, 1831–1973 by julio faundez a
revolutionary modernity: the cultural policy of the ... - after the failure of the attempt to implement a
revolutionary model of modernity. 3 emblematic – some would say symptomatic – of the cuban re- volution’s
inability to retain control of its own cultural capital, is the ubiquity capital & class nomadicutopianismles.wordpress - fits well within recent studies of the ‘pink tide’ (raby, 2006; lievesley
and ludlam, 2009) and even of the links between the historical patterns of cuba and venezuela. references.
hoffman b, whitehead l (eds.) (2007) debating cuban exceptionalism. london: palgrave macmillan. kapcia a
(2009) does cuba fit yet or is it still ‘exceptional’?
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